Summit Planning Agenda
Download Google Doc

OVERALL OBJECTIVES:
- ALIGN on immigration advocacy campaign eﬀorts and theory to win
- DEVELOP a state plan to target congressional delegation
- INCREASE capacity to win big with other interconnected issues that our communities care about
* Please ensure breaks are embedded for participants in your ﬁnal version of this agenda!

AGENDA DRAFT: AGENDA: Day One
TIME
SESSION
Welcome & Grounding *Speaker needed (impacted person/advocate/elected oﬃcial)
- Norms
- Grounding Activity (Activity Bank will be provided)
- Overview of agenda and summit
Why This Summit?
- State Lead Introductions
- Who is here?
- We Are Home Campaign
- Historic background and lessons learned on
immigration advocacy eﬀorts federally and in-state.
- What’s new this time?
- Why now? What are the conditions that make this the
right moment?
- Theory To Win
- Legislative
- Executive and Administrative (Enforcement)
Building power to win [State]
- Deep dive of the [State] - *Speaker needed
- Power Analysis of [State] and research on our target’s
- Who moves our targets?
- Tactics that have worked and how to engage them moving forward

AGENDA DRAFT
TIME

SESSION
Building power to win [State]
- Deep dive of the [State] - *Speaker needed
- Power Analysis of [State] and research on our target’s
- Who moves our targets?
- Tactics that have worked and how to engage them
moving forward
The Story of Self, Us, and Now
- Articulating your personal narrative as it relates to our broader cam
paign objective. (Worksheet)
- Use an intersectional lens to view immigration with
Creating Collective Plan
- Track One: State Leads
- Objectives
- CREATE and enhance the state’s plan to put pressure on Senators during
August recess and the second phase of reconciliation.
- DELEGATE roles, responsibilities and commitments.
Track Two: Movement Building
- Objectives
- IDENTIFY strengths and opportunities to persuade congressional dele
gation on issues like the environment, worker’s rights, LGBTQIA+, Crimi
nal Justice, etc. with an immigrant justice lense.
- DELEGATE roles and responsibilities
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AGENDA DRAFT: AGENDA: Day Two
TIME
SESSION
Welcome
- Overview of day 2 agenda
- Previewing today’s action
- Reviewing Day One
- Grounding Activity ( Activity Bank will be provided)
Presentations
- Learn from each other on each track’s plan and ﬁnd ways to amplify
and support by giving and receiving feedback
- State Leads Track
- Movement Building Track
Closing and debrief
- Summit pluses and deltas
- Commitments for August recess
- Ways to plug in to state table
- Last minute instructions on action
TAKING ACTION

